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HOW TO TRADE CFDs THROUGH
THE SAXOTRADER PLATFORM
Here are some quick tips to help you get started right away.
1. First, clear your screen by clicking on View > Add View.

2. To view available CFD products to trade, select Trading > Instrument Explorer and drop down on
CFD.

* For fast help, press “F1” on your keyboard.
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3. Instruments listed here are readily available to trade.
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4. Alternatively, you may search for the instrument of your choice in the “Look for” ield.
Example: enter “Deutsche Bank” or ticker “DBK” into the ield.

5. Right click on the instrument in order to open the Trade Ticket.

* For fast help, press “F1” on your keyboard.
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OPEN LIVE
ACCOUNT

6. The CFD Trade ticket will appear. Select the instrument of your choice (e.g. Deutsche Bank). Then
add the Amount you wish to trade in the Quantity ield.

TRADE MARKET

PLACE ORDERS

Click Enable to trade
Prices in the Demo are provided
with a 15 minutes delay.

IMPORTANT

Clients should subscribe to the speciic exchange
in order to receive live prices for Single Stock
CFDs on their Live account.

If you wish to enter the market with an order,
please open the order tab and insert a price.

7. Click on Ask in order to open a long position in the CFD and click on Bid to sell the CFD.
As you shall see the two windows on the left are green. The
colour of the windows refers to the prices.
Green price windows: The prices you see are the exact prices
you can buy or sell now. Saxo Bank never slips a green price!
Yellow price windows: The prices you see are indicative and
you need to press “Live Price” to request a irm quote. The
dealers will pass you a green price, which you can click to
trade.
Purple price windows: The prices you see are indicative
because the market is currently closed or prices unreliable
• Bid: The market price at which
you can sell the instrument.
• Ask: The market price at which
you can buy the instrument.
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8. When your trade has been executed, you will see a Trade Conirmation, like the one below.

* For fast help, press “F1” on your keyboard.
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ACCOUNT SUMMARY
9. By clicking on Account > Account Summary, you can view the new position in the “Open Positions”
section.

Click on the plus icon to
view additional details.

Click to see
position details.
Close the
position

Click the Close Position icon to
immediately close the position

Limit order

Click to place related limit order

Stop order

Click to place related stop order

Buy/Sell

Click to Buy/Sell

IMPORTANT
You can place orders related to an open position
directly from your account.
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10. By clicking on one of the icons
you can place a related Limit order and Stop order
respectively. Once you have selected a price level, press the Place Order(s) button.

11. In order to view your open orders (the ones that have not been executed yet) click on Trading >
Open Orders. By clicking on an order you can cancel it, change it or convert it into a Market order.

* For fast help, press “F1” on your keyboard.
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12. To view all your open positions click on Trading > Open Positions. You can immediately close an
open position or place a related order such as a Stop Loss or a Limit (Take Proit) order in the Open
Positions section.

Click to see all
individual positions

Click to close
your position

Click to place
a Stop order

Click to place
a Limit order

The price limit you have chosen for the
related order is displayed in such a way that
you can view the distance to market price
at all times constantly. Furthermore, as this
diference decreases, the box gradually
becomes green.

CHART MODULE
13. In order to open the Chart module, select Trading > New Chart. Then select the instrument you are
interested in. Additionally, there are icons on the chart showing your open positions as well as related
orders for this particular instrument.
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14. To place a 3-way order select Trading > Order Tickets > CFD Orders.

A 3-way order includes a primary order that will be executed as soon as market conditions allow, and
two secondary orders that will be activated only if the irst one is executed. These secondary orders are
themselves related as O.C.O. (One Cancels the Other) orders, allowing both a stop loss and a take proit
order to be placed around a position.

Account: System will choose your Main
Account when placing orders. Using the
dropbox button will allow you to choose
your desired sub-account to place the order.
Contract: The name of the contract you
want to trade. To search for the instrument
you want to trade, either type in the ticker
name; type the company name in the ield
below; or click to search by exchange or
sector.
Quantity: The number of CFDs you want to
buy/sell.
Buy / Sell: Select buy or sell
Type: Choose to place a Limit, Market, Stop,
Stop Limit or Trailing Stop order.
Price: The price of the instrument at which
the order should be triggered.
Cost if illed: The cost of the trade is shown
in the trade ticket prior to placing the order.
Duration: The duration the order is valid for.
Est. interest per day: The estimated daily
cost of inancing the CFD position. Intraday
CFD positions are not charged inancing.
Related Orders: Click on “If Done” in order
to place related orders.
Place a take proit order: A secondary order
related to the primary order.
Place a stop loss order: A secondary order
related to the primary order.

* For fast help, press “F1” on your keyboard.
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CFD ORDER TYPES

Market
order

Orders to buy or sell a speciied instrument as soon as possible at the price obtainable in the
market.
Buy or sell a given size of shares or CFDs at the (average) price available on the exchange or
quoted by our market maker.
Limit orders are commonly used to enter a market and to take proit at predeined levels.
• Limit orders to buy are placed below the current market price and are executed when the Ask
price hits or breaches the price level speciied. (If placed above the current market price, the
order is illed instantly at the best available price below or at the limit price.)

Limit Order

• Limit orders to sell are placed above the current market price and are executed when the Bid
price breaches the price level speciied. (If placed below the current market price, the order is
illed instantly at the best available price above or at the limit price.)
When a limit order is triggered, it is illed as soon as possible at the price obtainable on the
market. Note that the price at which your order is illed may differ from the price you set for the
order if the opening price of the market is better than your limit price. In the case of Futures,
the order will be illed if possible, and any remaining volume will remain in the market as a limit
order. In the case of CFDs, the order will be illed if possible, and any remaining volume will
remain in the market as a limit order. Buy or sell a given size of shares or CFDs at the (average)
price available on the exchange or quoted by our market maker at a predeined price or better.
Stop orders are commonly used to exit positions and to protect against trading losses.
• Stop orders to sell are placed below the current market level and are executed when the Bid
price hits or breaches the price level speciied.

Stop Order

• Stop orders to buy are placed above the current market level and are executed when the Ask
price hits or breaches the price level speciied.
If the Bid price for sell orders (or the Ask price for buy orders) is hit or breached, the order
becomes a market order and is illed as soon as possible at the price obtainable in the market.
A sleeping order, which will convert into a market order, once the order price has been reached.

Stop Limit
Order

Trailing Stop
Order

A Stop Limit order will be executed at a speciied price (or better) after your speciied Stop Price
has been reached. Once the Stop Price is reached, the Stop Limit order becomes a Limit order to
buy (or sell) at the Limit Price or better. A sleeping order, which will convert into a limit order
with a separately deined limit, once the order price has been reached.
A Trailing Stop Order is a stop order that has a trigger price that changes. As the market rises
(for long positions) the stop price rises according to the proportion set by the user, but if the
price falls, the stop price remains unchanged. This type of stop order helps an investor to set
a limit on the maximum possible loss without limiting the possible gain on a position. It also
reduces the need to constantly monitor the market prices of open positions.
A sleeping order, where the order price is set at an initial level and a irm distance to the share
or CFD, which will allow the order price to move along with market movements opposite to
the order direction, and which will convert into a market order, once the order price has been
reached.

Several types of related orders are available. An If Done order consists of two orders: A primary
order that will be executed as soon as market conditions allow it, and a secondary order that
Related (Con- will be activated only if the irst one is executed. An One Cancels the Other (O.C.O.) order
tingent) Orders consists of two orders. If either of the orders is executed, the related order is automatically
cancelled. 3-way contingent orders are where 2 orders are placed if a primary (If Done) order is
executed. These orders are themselves related as O.C.O.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

LEARN MORE
ABOUT CFDs

CFD CORPORATE
ACTIONS

CFD
PRICES

CFD TRADING
CONDITIONS

GENERAL
EDUCATION

PROTECTION OF
CLIENT FUNDS

Read more about CFDs on TradingFloor.com

* For fast help, press “F1” on your keyboard.
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PRODUCT RISK: Accordingly to Executive Order on Risk Categorisation of Investment Products, Financial undertakings in Denmark are required to categorise investment products, ofered to retail clients, in green, yellow or red category. The categorisation is made according to a graduation made by the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority which relects the risk of losing the
deposit. The table shows products available for trade in the Saxo Bank Group via the trading platform or by telephone.
GENERAL DISCLAIMER: None of the information contained herein constitutes an ofer (or solicitation of an ofer) to buy or sell any currency, product or inancial
instrument, to make any investment, or to participate in any particular trading strategy. This material is produced for marketing and/or informational purposes
only and Saxo Bank A/S and its owners, subsidiaries and ailiates whether acting directly or through branch oices (“Saxo Bank”) make no representation or
warranty, and assume no liability, for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided herein. In providing this material Saxo Bank has not taken into
account any particular recipient’s investment objectives, special investment goals, inancial situation, and speciic needs and demands and nothing herein is
intended as a recommendation for any recipient to invest or divest in a particular manner and Saxo Bank assumes no liability for any recipient sustaining a loss
from trading in accordance with a perceived recommendation. All investments entail a risk and may result in both proits and losses. In particular investments
in leveraged products, such as but not limited to foreign exchange, derivates and commodities can be very speculative and proits and losses may luctuate
both violently and rapidly. Speculative trading is not suitable for all investors and all recipients should carefully consider their inancial situation and consult
inancial advisor(s) in order to understand the risks involved and ensure the suitability of their situation prior to making any investment, divestment or entering
into any transaction. Any mentioning herein, if any, of any risk may not be, and should not be considered to be, neither a comprehensive disclosure or risks nor
a comprehensive description such risks. Any expression of opinion may be personal to the author and may not relect the opinion of Saxo Bank and all expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice (neither prior nor subsequent). This disclaimer is subject to Saxo Bank’s Full Disclaimer available at www.
saxobank.com/disclaimer.
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ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR MORE PRODUCTS?
Speed. Execution. Range of instruments.

Forex
184 crosses

FX Options
0 45 crosses

CFD

CFDs
9,000+ contracts

Fu

Futures
200 contracts

Bo

Bonds
6,000+ instruments

Eq

Stocks
19,000+ Instruments

Eq

Stock Options
200 Options

Eq

F

ETFs/ETCs
2,500+ Instruments

0

Contract Options
70 contracts

0

C

Try a free demo account at
ae.saxobank.com
* For fast help, press “F1” on your keyboard.
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